
Half a million sandhill cranes pause on the Platte 
River in Nebraska to fatten up on corn waste, 
worms, and other food in nearby fields. The break 
occurs on their spring flight from Mexico and the 
southern U.S. to breeding grounds in the far north. 



Tens of millions of bison once rumbled across the 
Great Plains on a quest for grazing. By the late 
1800s nearly all had been slaughtered. Today most 
of the half million remaining bison are in captivity, 
like these on the Triple U ranch in South Dakota.

What is it that makes animal  

migration such a magnificent  

spectacle for the eye and the mind?

is it the sheer abundance of wildlife in  

motion? is it the steep odds to be overcome?  

is it the amazing feats of precise navigation?  

The answer is all of the above. But there’s another rea-

son why the long-distance journeys of wildebeests, 

sandhill cranes, monarch butterflies,  

sea turtles, and so many other species inspire our  

awe. one biologist has noted the “undistractibility” of 

migrating animals. a nonscientist,  

risking anthropomorphism, might say: yes,  

they have a sense of larger purpose.
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Millions of monarch butterflies travel to ancestral 
winter roosts in Mexico’s shrinking mountain fir 
forests. Surfing winds from southern Canada and 
the northern U.S., they travel thousands of miles, 
taking directional cues from the sun. 



Mountain goats in Montana’s Glacier National Park may travel 
thousands of feet a day—vertically. This one descended a sheer rock 
wall to lick salt and other exposed minerals. Nutrients that aren’t as 

available during the long winter may trigger the hankering. 

By David Quammen

Photographs by Joel Sartore

Animal migration is a phenomenon  
far grander and more patterned than animal 

movement. It represents collective travel  
with long-deferred rewards. It suggests  

premeditation and epic willfulness,  
codifıed as inherited instinct. A biologist 

named Hugh Dingle, striving to  
understand the essence, has identifıed  

fıve characteristics that apply, in varying 
degrees and combinations, to all migrations. They 
are prolonged movements that carry animals 
outside familiar habitats; they tend to be linear,  
not zigzaggy; they involve special behaviors  
of preparation (such as overfeeding) and arrival; 
they demand special allocations of energy. and 
one more: migrating animals maintain a fer-
vid attentiveness to the greater mission, which 
keeps them undistracted by temptations and 
undeterred by challenges that would turn other 
animals aside. 

an arctic tern on its way from tierra del 
fuego to alaska, for instance, will ignore a nice 
smelly herring offered from a bird-watcher’s 
boat in monterey Bay. local gulls will dive vora-
ciously for such handouts, while the tern flies 
on. Why? “animal migrants do not respond to 
sensory inputs from resources that would readily 

elicit responses in other circumstances,” is the 
dry, careful way dingle describes it. in plainer 
words: These critters are hell-for-leather, flat-out 
just gonna get there. another way, less scientific, 
would be to say that the arctic tern resists dis-
traction because it is driven at that moment by 
an instinctive sense of something we humans 
find admirable: larger purpose.

The arctic tern senses that it can eat later. it 
can rest later. it can mate later. right now its 
implacable focus is the journey; its undivided 
intent is arrival. reaching some gravelly coast-
line in the arctic, upon which other arctic terns 
have converged, will serve its larger purpose, as 
shaped by evolution: finding a place, a time, and 
a set of circumstances in which it can success-
fully hatch and rear offspring.

But the process is complex as well as various,  
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and different biologists define it differently, 
depend ing in part on what sorts of animals they 
study. Joel Berger, of the Wildlife conservation 
society and the university of montana, who 
works on the american pronghorn and other 
large terrestrial mammals, prefers what he calls 
a simple, practical definition suited to his beasts: 
“movements from a seasonal home area away 
to another home area and back again.” gen-
erally the reason for such seasonal back-and-
forth movement is to seek resources that aren’t 
available within a single area year-round. But 
daily vertical movements by zooplankton in the 
ocean—upward by night to seek food, downward 
by day to escape predators—can also be consid-
ered migration. so can the movement of aphids 
when, having depleted the young leaves on  
one food plant, their offspring then fly onward 
to a different host plant, with no one aphid ever 
returning to where it started. 

dingle, an evolutionary biologist who studies 
insects, offers a more intricate definition than 
Berger’s, citing those five features (persistence, 
linearity, undistractibility, special start-and-
stop behaviors, stored energy) that distinguish 
migration from other forms of movement. for 
example, aphids will become sensitive to blue 
light (from the sky) when it’s time for takeoff 
on their big journey and sensitive to yellow light 
(reflected from tender young leaves) when it’s 
appropriate to land. Birds will fatten themselves 
with heavy feeding in advance of a long migra-
tional flight. The value of his definition, dingle 
argues, is that it focuses atten tion on what the 
phenomena of the wildebeests and the sandhill 
cranes share with the phenomenon of the aphids 
and there fore helps guide researchers toward 
under standing how evolution by natural selec-
tion has pro duced them all.

Rattlesnake migration on the great plains 
of western canada is a peculiar but illuminating 
case. a young canadian biologist named dennis 
Jørgensen, now employed by the World Wildlife 
fund, studied movements of the prairie rattle-
snake (Crotalus viridis viridis) on the out skirts of 
medicine hat, alberta, near the northern limit  

of its range, and found the snakes migrating 
ambitiously each spring and fall. The average 
round-trip by his animals was about 5 miles, 
though an earlier study detected canadian rattle-
snakes migrating as far as 33 miles. in arizona,  
by contrast, rattlers don’t travel nearly so far, 
because they don’t have to. The driving logic of 
the canadian migrations is related to cold winter 
temperatures (always difficult for reptiles) and 
the scarcity of really good den sites in which to 
survive hibernation.

“There aren’t many dens that can support sur-
vival over winter on this landscape,” Jørgensen 
told me. an ideal den must be deep under-
ground, where the earth is warm, but accessible 
from the surface via burrows or natural fissures. 
such refuges are few and far between. “Because of  
that, what you get is very large aggre gations 
of snakes at these communal dens.” picture a 
serpentine tangle of a thousand snakes, piled 
together cozily, calm and sleek in their subterra-
nean nook, jointly awaiting the signals of spring. 
When surface temperatures rise to a comfortable 
threshold, they emerge. for a while they bask 
in the sunlight, crowded like bronzed tourists 
on the costa del sol. But the rattlesnakes are 
hungry. What’s their next imperative? to get 
away from one another, find food, and mate. so 
they migrate radially—in all possible directions 
away from the den—like starburst embers from 
a fourth of July rocket.

Jørgensen used small radio transmitters, sur-
gically implanted, to chart this pattern, tracking 
the individual routes of 28 different rattlesnakes 
during 2004 and 2005. more recently, on a blaz-
ing summer day, he took me back to one of the 
den sites, in a slumping bank above the south 
saskatchewan river. The slumping had opened 
deep underground cracks in which roughly 60 
prairie rattlers had wintered. from the riverbank 
we turned toward the uplands and began retrac-
ing the migration route of one of his animals, an 
ambitious female he had labeled e.

not far upslope were three rounded boulders, 
lichen-covered, with a hole beneath. snake e 
had arrived here on may 8, Jørgensen said; she 
rested, basked, and took off again on may 27. 
she ascended this steep bench (we started climb-
ing) amid the sage and crumbling gray mud, 
then slithered back down the slope (we plunged 
after her), crossed this dirt road, crossed this 
moist gulch full of goldenrod and skunkbrush 

Contributing Writer David Quammen is the author 
of 11 books, including The reluctant mr. darwin. 
Nebraska-based Joel Sartore specializes in covering 
biodiversity. This is his 30th story for the magazine.
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(we thrashed through), and climbed again. Back 
atop the bench, we ducked between strands of 
barbed wire into the corner of a crop field irri-
gated by center pivot. The crop had been alfalfa 
when e came through; this year, potatoes. We 
politely circumvented the spud field and picked 
up her track on the far side, between several 
more center-pivot circles, blooming bright yel-
low and rank with canola. The midday air, hot 
and thick, smelled like baked fish from an oven.

having sprinted across two pivot fields in a sin-
gle day, brave lady, e had then picked up the secu-
rity of a fence line, where the weeds were dense 
and the discs of a tiller, the blades of a swather, 
never touched. By late June she was making  

200 yards daily, still along the fence line, amid 
a hospitable jumble of rocks, weeds, and rodent 
burrows. at that point Jørgensen and i paused 
in the shade of a cottonwood to rest. We had 
covered eight weeks of rattlesnake migration in 
four hours and were drenched with sweat.

hereabouts was where e had spent most of 
her summer that year, mating at least once and 
fattening herself on rodents for the homeward 
migration, another winter in the den, and preg-
nancy. it was productive habitat but also risky, 
Jørgensen said, what with all the agricultural 
machinery that could dice a snake like zuc-
chini, all the farm-road traffic that could flatten 
her like an alligator belt. The changes that had  

gophers. Back when he was young, pederzolli 
recalled, he would see nice fat old rattlers, that 
big around, when he seeded a fallow field. don’t 
see such big ones anymore. There was a den near 
the river, he said wistfully, and they’d migrate six 
miles up to a nice patch of open prairie full of 
gophers. not anymore. 

although it’s only a hypothesis, dennis Jør-
gensen suspects that natural selection—in this 
case, the death of the venturesome—may be 
turning his migrating rattlesnakes into a popu-
lation of stay-at-homes.

Biological diversity entails more than a 
gross tally of species. diversity of ecosystems, 

DEADLY CROSSINGS Out of hibernation—and 
hungry—many species of snakes follow the same 
scent trails year after year, no matter the obstacles. 
A western cottonmouth (left) didn’t survive the 
trip across a levee road in Illinois. Rattlesnakes  
on spring feeding forays from underground winter 
dens near Medicine Hat, Alberta (above), often  
meet a similar fate.

come to this landscape did not favor long-dis-
tance rattlesnake migration. at that moment, 
as though to embody those changes within one 
human memory, a man named aldo pederzolli 
pulled up on his four-wheeler.

pederzolli was the farmer on whose land 
we stood and who had genially welcomed  
Jørgensen’s study. he wore a black polo shirt, rub-
ber boots, and a cap that read “cee-gee earth-
moving.” he was a fit-looking man of 80, with 
squinty brown eyes, a high voice, a sun-ripened 
canadian smile. introduced to me, hearing the 
reason for my visit, he said, “oh, i just love rat-
tlers.” This wasn’t irony. got enough good snakes, 
he added, and you don’t need to worry about  

map: ngm maps
sourcE: dEnnis JØrgEnsEn, wwf. satEllitE imagE: gEoEyE



Mexican free-tailed bats spiral out of Eckert James 
River Bat Cave Preserve in Texas at dusk. The bats 
are hungry for pests like corn earworm moths— 
nutrition to keep milk flowing for their pups. Every 
spring millions of free-tails return to this cave. JoEl sartorE with colE sartorE
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onto those windblown plains, they’ll likely die 
trying to overwinter in the Jackson hole area or 
get fatally stuck in the deep snows of the divide. 
on a bright day in november, in company with a 
biologist named renee seidler, i went for a look 
at the details of their dilemma.

seidler, also employed by the Wildlife con-
servation society, works mostly on habitat is-
sues in the booming gas fields between pinedale 
and rock springs, an area that supports perhaps 
20,000 pronghorn each winter. The northward 
migrants constitute just a fraction of that total 
but are special, she noted, because without them, 
one of america’s great western parks, grand 
teton, would entirely lack one of america’s great 

Fatal Turbines These 32 bats and four song- 
birds represent an average yearly toll for each of  
the 23 turbines at a Pennsylvania wind farm. Rap-
tors like the red-tailed hawk (left, top row) are rare 
victims. Horse Hollow wind farm near Abilene, 
Texas (above), one of the world’s largest, has more 
than 400 turbines. A drop in air pressure from the 
spinning blades causes many of the bat deaths. 

to evade any living north american predator, 
probably reflects adaptation for escaping the 
now extinct american cheetah of the pleisto-
cene. Besides traveling fast, though, the prong-
horn also travels far. one population migrates  
hundreds of miles across the great plains from 
north-central montana into southern saskatch-
ewan and alberta. another population follows 
a narrow, tenuous route from its summer range 
in grand teton national park, across a divide 
at the headwaters of the gros Ventre river, and 
down onto the plains south of pinedale, Wyo-
ming, in the green river Basin. There the prong-
horn mingle with thousands of others arrived 
from other parts of Wyoming, where they try  

behaviors, and processes are important too, con-
tributing richness and beauty, robustness and 
flexibility and interconnectedness to the living 
communities on earth. to lose the long-distance 
migrations performed by some species would be 
a grievous diminution. Joel Berger has made this 
point in the journal Conservation Biology and 
elsewhere, with reference to migrating species 
around the world and one creature close to home: 
the pronghorn (Antilocapra americana), north 
america’s only endemic species of ungulate.

loose talk sometimes mistakes the pronghorn 
for an antelope, but in fact it belongs to a family 
all its own. its extreme speed (fastest land mam-
mal of the new World), more than necessary 

to distance themselves from the natural gas 
wellheads and drilling teams, and wait out the 
frozen months, feeding mainly on sagebrush 
blown clear of snow.

The grand teton pronghorn are notable for the 
invariance of their migration path and the severi-
ty of its constriction at three critical spots, known 
as trappers point, the red hills, and the funnel.  
field research by Berger and colleagues has 
charted that path and illuminated its jeopardies. 
if the pronghorn can’t pass through each of the 
three bottlenecks during their spring migration, 
they can’t reach their bounty of summer graz-
ing in grand teton national park; if they can’t 
pass through again in autumn, escaping south  

JoEl sartorE with pEtEr coltman



Pronghorn run fast—upwards of 60 miles an hour— 
but they rarely jump fences. Some ranchers plan  
to raise the lowest fence strands so pronghorn, like 
these near Medicine Hat, Alberta, can more easily 
slip under during their winter migration.

JoEl sartorE with nathan williamson
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western species. on a knoll at trappers point, 
we read the historical marker about fur trap-
pers and nez perce and crow peoples gathering 
here to trade and gazed down at the modern 
manifestations of growth and commerce along-
side highway 191: a sprawling little community 
known as cora Junction. There were about 50 
houses, trailers, and other buildings, including 
a Jehovah’s Witnesses meeting hall, all nested 
within a grid of streets and lanes, fenced yards, 
dogs, chickens, real estate signs, old tires, boats 
on trailers, a weathered trampoline, and a rust-
ing green chrysler from the 1940s. right about 
here, seidler said, pointing to a gap of sage 
between our knoll and the houses, is where  

most of the pronghorn seem to cross through.
We drove north on a county road about 20 

miles, along willowy bottomlands of the upper  
green river, tracing the migration route. prong-
horn, dependent on distance vision and speed 
to keep safe from predators, do not like willowy 
bottomlands, seidler explained. They don’t like 
dense forest either, so they traverse these high, 
open shoulders between the river and the woods, 
where they can see and run. Then we came to a 
place where forested hills rose on both sides of the  
river to form a soft V, leaving a corridor of open 
ground only about 150 yards wide. “That’s the 
funnel,” seidler said. it was private land, dis-
sected by the driveways, the buck-and-rail 

national forest has recognized the path of the 
grand teton pronghorn, much of which passes 
across national forest land, as the first federally 
protected migration corridor. But neither the 
forest service nor the park service can control 
what happens on private land at a bottleneck, 
nor on Bureau of land management parcels 
within the drilling fields south of pinedale. and 
with certain other migrating species, the chal-
lenge is complicated further—by vastly greater 
distances traversed, more jurisdictions, more 
borders, more dangers along the way.

Imagine, for instance, that you’re a lesser sand-
hill crane (Grus canadensis canadensis), setting off 

fences, the arched gateways of people wealthy 
enough to have a second home, or a third, on 
the headwaters of the green. on this day, in the  
off-season, there was no sign of anyone around.

one more yard fence, one more house, one or 
two large barking dogs, could make a bad differ-
ence. as at trappers point so here at the funnel; 
incremental human activities are accumulating 
toward a crisis for grand teton’s pronghorn—
threatening to choke off their passageway.

conservation scientists such as Berger, along 
with some biologists and land managers within 
the national park service and other agencies, are 
now working to preserve migrational behaviors, 
not just species and habitats. The Bridger-teton 

CONSTRICTED PASSAGE Pronghorn migrating 
between summer and winter ranges in north-
western Wyoming negotiate steep valleys, forested 
mountainsides, and a gantlet of man-made intru-
sions. New homes restrict the corridors to no more 
than a few hundred yards wide in places, and gas 
drilling projects, such as Jonah Field (right), also 
impede their migration. 

map: ngm maps. sourcE: andra toivola, wildlifE consErvation sociEty
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great migrations 
this seven-part global programming event follows  
the arduous journeys millions of animals undertake  
to ensure the survival of their species. premiering in 
the u.s. on the national geographic Channel, sunday, 

november 7 at 8 p.m. et/Pt. 
animal migra tions come to 
life online with 3-d explora-
tions of their epic travels at 
natgeotv.com/migrations.

on your spring migration from southwestern  
texas. you might have to fly across a corner of 
new mexico and oklahoma, then kansas, ne-
braska, south dakota, north dakota (most of 
which allow hunting of sandhills), then over the 
canadian border into saskatchewan, angling 
northwest across alberta and British colum-
bia, across yukon territory, then the breadth of 
alaska, and finally across the Bering strait to your 
summer breeding grounds in northeastern russia. 
This would be a trip of roughly 5,000 miles. need-
ing to pause somewhere and replenish yourself, 
you would probably stop on the platte river in  
nebraska, near the town of kearney. if so, you’d 
have company. about 500,000 northbound sand-
hills make the same stopover every year.

There they linger for two or three weeks, maybe 
four. some depart onward as others arrive, keeping 
the average crane count during march and april at 
around 300,000. By night they roost in the gently 
flowing shallows of the platte, shin-deep in cool 
water, or else on sandbars, giving them warning 
against any predator that might come splashing 
out. each morning they rise up in vast, graceful 
waves and fly to fields nearby, where they spend 
their days assiduously feeding on waste corn the 
harvesters missed and earthworms and other 
invertebrates. such a stopover period is no ex- 
 ception to the undistractibility of migrating ani-
mals, as defined by hugh dingle; it’s a part of the  
whole program, repeated by generations of cranes. 
during this stopover, a six-pound lesser sandhill 
adds about a pound and a half of fat to its weight. 
(The greater sandhill, another subspecies also 
present on the platte, is larger.) The birds need 
that fat between nebraska and russia. Therefore, 
they need the stopover habitat—the shallows,  

A border wall along the lower Rio Grande in  
Texas divides nations as well as habitats, hinder-
ing essential daily movements of animals in the 
area. Bobcats would normally cross the border to 
find mates or catch dinner—this one caught a rat. 
The wall also blocks the daily rounds of ocelots, 
another member of the cat family.

the sandbars, the security, the corn and inverte-
brates—to complete their arduous yearly cycle.

i stood overlooking that habitat, on a morn-
ing in late march, and watched wave after wave 
of cranes rise from the river. each group climbed 
clumsily off the water, gained elegance as their 
wings caught more air, turned in formation, 
and flew out to their daily feeding. meanwhile, 
they called to one another in their distinctive, 
creaky trill. There were maybe 60,000 sandhills 
just within the sweep of my binoculars. it was 
a spectacle of extraordinary abundance, a re-
minder of what america looked like back when 
John James audubon stared up at sky-clogging 
flocks of passenger pigeons, when george  

catlin saw the thunderous migrations of bison.
i had watched fly-in of the cranes too, on an 

earlier evening, when they arrived back through 
the twilight and settled onto their shoals for the 
night. But i found fly-out more deeply affecting— 
because, i suppose, the birds at daybreak are 
headed off with a purpose, not just home to rest. 
They would fatten themselves for another long 
leg of their journey. Their travel would take them 
to safe and bountiful breeding grounds. Their 
prodigious efforts, their resistance to distrac-
tion, would yield new cohorts of sandhill cranes, 
extend ing and rejuvenating the species. i almost 
wrote “perpetuating the species,” but no, we can’t  
be sure of that. nothing alive is perpetual.

it was the accrued wisdom and resoluteness of 
evolution that i was witnessing, airborne above 
the platte. if we humans have accrued equal 
wisdom and can summon equal resoluteness, 
i thought, maybe we’ll allow them to continue 
their journeying a while longer. j

JoEl sartorE, with mitch stErnBErg, JEnnifEr lowry, and naghma malik, all u.s. fish and wildlifE sErvicE


